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First of all, these short game gizmos guided Irishman Shane 
Lowry to his first Major championship at The Open. Secondly, 
if nothing else, Cleveland is renowned for making fine wedges. 
The latest RTX 4 is no different. 

The fourth generation version of the Rotex face technology 
consistently delivers more spin across all conditions for 
improved accuracy around the greens. 

Coupled with tour zip grooves that 
slices through grass, sand and 
water like no other, and 
improved laser milling 
techniques that is more 
durable and rougher 
for more grip, there 
are also four tour-
proven sole grinds 
— Mid, Full, Low 
and XLow — for every 
condition and every type 
of shot on any course out 
there.

• Available at Pan-West 
outlets.

PUMA X COLLECTION

CLEVELAND RTX 4 WEDGE

PING GLIDE 3.0 WEDGES

COLLANTOTTE LOOP AMU

One of the most stylish statements made during the 
recently-concluded 148th Open Championships at Royal 
Portrush was the outfit worn by American golfer Rickie 
Fowler. 

Decked from head to toe in Puma Golf ’s latest X 
Collection and launched during that dreary week in 
Northern Ireland, this new collection is inspired by a 
combination of traditional fabrics and patterns of the 
British Isles, as well as the maturing of Fowler over the 
past decade on course and with the brand.

This progressive design with classic style is emphasised 
by houndstooth detailing and a navy, green and white 
colour palette with four-button placket and front chest 
pocket, in the case of the Donegal polo, and a special 
brown leather “P” emblematic cap in either Peacoat or 
Quite Shade bodies. 

On the foot are Puma’s Tour-proven IGNITE PROADAPT 
X shoes in classy Peacoat body with Irish Green and 
Bright White accents to complete the look.

It did not seem that long ago that the Glide 2.0 wedge was 
out but PING’s engineers apparently couldn’t wait to 
release this latest update — the 3.0.

In this new version, every component of the 
club has been created for easier play; from higher 
spin, lighter overall weight to multiple sole grind 
offerings, it is set to be more forgiving and 
versatile from the get-go.

“Every detail in the Glide 3.0 is designed to 
improve short-game performance, from the 
longer grip for choking down to the Hydropearl 
2.0 chrome finish that helps the wedge glide 
through the grass,” said the company’s president, 
John K. Solheim.

Comes in grind options of Standard (mid-bounce), 
Wide (high bounce and most forgiving), Eye2 (high toe 
design pioneered by founder Karsten Solheim) and Thin 
sole (extreme heel relief ). 

• Available at authorised PING outlets at OCC, Champions 
Golf and Far East Shopping Centre.

The Japanese can be credited for many things and this includes helping golfers 
play longer by “improving circulation and relieving stiffness”, according to 
Collantotte’s official notes.

The company brands its products as medical devices and in truth, they use 
four pieces of 100mT rare-earth permanent magnets to power a proprietary 
Alternating North-South Polarity Orientation (ANSPO) system.

In short, the powerful magnets work to promote the wearer’s circulation 
and reduces tightness around the area nearest to where it 
is worn.

Made out of rope as base material, it is both 
scratch and spot resistant with an alumite 
finish applied to the clasp and magnet. 

• Available in black, red/blue, 
aqua/yellow and olive/white at 
Takashimaya and Isetan Scott 
Colantotte counter.


